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INTRODUCTION
Fusion Systems Corporation has developed a mercury-free, low infra-red, efficient microwave
lamp using a benign sulfur based fill optimized for visible light. Our literature search and
discussions with researchers directed us to enhance the bulbs red output. We have demonstrated
a photosynthetic efficacy of over 2 micro-moles per microwave joule which corresponds to over
1.3 micro-moles per joule at the power main. Recent work has shown we can make additional
increases in overall system efficiency. During the next two years, we expect to demonstrate a
system capable of producing more than 1.5 micro-moles/joule measured at the power main with
significantly less IR than alternative lamp systems.
BACKGROUND
The results described are from NASA SBIR' funded work. We determined optimal plant growth
light requirements via a literature search and researcher input. We surveyed candidate lamp fill
materials to be used in combination with sulfur and explored several methods of increasing
photosynthetic efficacy. Following is a description of the lamp's potential and the work done
without disclosing proprietary information.
Advantages of Sulfur Lamp Technology
Why sulfur lamp technology? The sulfur bulb technology stems from 22 years of research and
development work on microwave powered mercury based electrodeless light sources at Fusion.
We summarize the properties of this new electrodeless sulfur light source:
• Spectral
Stability
Non-reactive fill materials and the absence of
electrodes lead to lamps with virtually no shift in spectrum over their life.
Long Life Life tested to nearly 10,000 hours. No evident failure mode internal to the
lamp envelope discovered to date ("infinite" bulb life). System life is now
limited by magnetrons which with development could be doubled to
20,000 hours or more.
"Based on work supported by NASASmall Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I Contract
NAS10-11978.
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Very High
Efficacy
Continuous
Red/Green/
Blue Output
The source has been tested at above 2 micro-moles per microwave
joule, bare bulb*. We expect improvements from this value.
There are no large spikes in the spectral distribution. See Figure 1.
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Fig. I. Spectral Irradiance of 6700 ° CCT bulb (upper solid curve) with solar
spectra (discrete points -- CIE Pub. 85, Table II). Lower curves are
scotopic and photopic eye responses for comparison only.
Fill Gas
Excellent
Mainten-
ance
The bulb is non-toxic, mercury-free, and safe -- low pressure when not
operating.
We estimate bulb light output at 10,000 hours will be 95 percent
of initial output. This is referred to as "maintenance."
Stops/
Starts
Stops and starts do not affect an electrodeless bulb's lifetime. As an
example, comparable Fusion UV bulbs are warranted for 100,000 cycle,;
and have achieved 400,000 in tests.
*Bare bulb means the output measured using bulb input power without ballast or fixture losses
included. This method of expressing efficacy is usual within the lighting industry. Unless
otherwise stated we will use efficacy at the power main to mean bare bulb with ballast, but
without a lamp fixture (reflector, etc.)
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Rapid
Start
Operating
Range
Low UV
and IR
Cold start is significantly shorter than conventional HID lamps.
Packages in the range 2,000 to 6,000 micro-moles per meter squared
per second of PAR are potentially practical.
See Figure 2. We expect to make further improvements
36.4% UV+ IR 62% UV+IR
63.6%
Cool White Flourescent HPS (Air Cooled)
38 %
31.2 % UV+IR 31.5% UV + IR
HPS (Water cooled)
68.5%
Microwave Sulfur
Fig. 2. 400 to 800 nm radiation versus UV + IR radiation (percent power output) or
various lamps. From data adapted from Both et. al. (1994).
Sulfur Electrodeless Lamp Technology Overview
Like all HID lamps, visible light from sulfur bulbs comes from a hot gas or plasma within a
transparent envelope or bulb. The plasma is heated in conventional lamps by a current between
special metal electrodes. These electrodes can be a significant deleterious factor for bulb life and
maintenance of output. The sulfur bulb's plasma is heated by microwave energy interacting with the
material within a quartz spherical bulb -- no electrodes. The sulfur bulb is extremely simple in
concept, just a quartz envelope, noble gas, and sulfur. These materials do not react with each other.
See Figure 3. To this mixture, we have added other materials on a trial basis. This simplicity and the
absence of chemical reactions is the reason for the sulfur bulb's long-life and excellent output
maintenance.
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Fig. 3. Microwave Electrodeless Quartz Sulfur Bulb.
The microwave energy for the sulfur bulb is generated by a magnetron, similar if not identical to
those found in microwave ovens. The magnetron is powered by direct current electricity from a
power supply, which receives its energy from the alternating current electrical power mains. Figure 4
is a schematic of the lamp. Not shown in the figure is the magnetron to bulb coupling means.
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Fig. 4. Microwave Electrodeless Lamp Schematic.
Figure 5 is a cross-section of a lamp head showing the microwave coupling to the bulb. Surrounding
the bulb is a microwave containment screen and outside the screen is a reflector.
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Fig. 5. Microwave Electrodeless Lamp showing Bulb Coupling.
A recent and complete review of RF and microwave electrodeless lamps for lighting with an
extensive citation list was authored by Wharmby (1993). The basic paper on the sulfur lamp
technology was presented by Dolan et al. (1992).
Potential Ap01ications
Commercial applications for Fusion's plant growth lighting innovation are in three areas:
experimental plant growth chambers, enclosed artificially-lighted plant growth factories, and
supplementary early season lighting for commercial nurseries and farms. Spectrum, efficacy,
cost, life, and infra-red content are key factors which will determine market success. Each
market area weights the factors differently.
Experimental plant growth chambers. Plant growth chambers are essentially sophisticated,
lighted, walk-in refrigerators designed to maintain a constant temperature and humidity. Control
of carbon dioxide and other gases can be important. Low infra-red emission, output and
wavelength stability, and adequate photosynthetic radiation are key criteria to plant growth
researchers. Lamp life, efficacy, and cost are less important. We have found an improved
spectra would be welcome by researchers.
Experimental growth chambers are used at colleges and universities, bio-technology firms, in
government, and research laboratories.
Enclosed artificially-lighted plant growth factories. Phytofarms of America may be the only US
firm to grow lettuce and other greens hydroponically totally under artificial light commercially
(water cooled high pressure sodium) in the US for a period of time. See Field (1988).
Phytofarms is no longer operating. One critical factor in shutting down was the cost of
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electricity. For artificially lighted plant growth factories, the cost per quanta delivered to the
plant is the most critical factor. At the present time no source appears to have the efficacy to
allow plant growth factories to flourish in the US. Apparently such growth farms are successful
in Japan. Low infra-red content and cost per unit dry weight grown are key factors in this
market.
Supplementary_ early season lighting. The largest near term potential market is supplementary
lighting for early season plant growth. In this market, initial cost of equipment and operating
costs are primary. High pressure sodium has adequate spectra and initial and operating costs for
many situations. According to a limited sample of commercial growers, infra-red from high
pressure sodium lamps is not a problem and may be helpful as the supplementary lighting helps
keep the ground warm during December through February.
OPTIMAL PLANT GROWTH SPECTRA
When starting this work, the authors decided to obtain input on the optimal plant growth spectra
so lamp objectives could be properly set. We choose to do this by examining the literature and
talking with key plant growth researchers.
Summary_
Our literature search and researchers' comments" suggest an optimal plant growth spectral energy
distribution for photosynthesis and most photomorphogenic processes: 10% of the energy in the
blue region of the spectrum, preferably at about 440 to 460 nanometers, and 90°/'0 of the energy
in the red region of the spectrum with approximately 75°/'o in the region between 600 and 700
nanometers, and less than 25% of the red energy in the far-red from 700 to 800 nanometers. UV
radiation below 360 nanometers wavelength has been shown to have deleterious affects on plant
morphology, and infrared radiation past 800 nanometers doesn't contribute to plant growth and
can be harmful at high levels (McCree 1984).
We also learned photosynthetic radiation, the number of photons between 400 and 700
nanometers, expressed in micro-moles, is a good initial metric for the output of plant growth
bulbs. This metric is simple, widely used, and sufficiently close to the well known McCree
(1972) relative quantum yield curve as to be quite useful.
Researcher Comments
The total energy of the radiation input to the plants has two separate criteria, where for most
plants (except wheat and certain other seed grasses), a "blue" energy input of 30 to 35 micro-
moles per meter squared per second has been suggested as the minimum needed for decent plant
growth, and 70 to 75 micro-moles M 2 sec _ has demonstrated better performance (Sager). Total
energy has been postulated as optimized at approximately 600 micro-moles M 2 sec". By
controlling the total energy output to that level, direct comparisons can be made between the
"Researchers supplying comments are listed following references.
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Fusionvisible systemandfluorescent,metalhalideandhighpressuresodiumlamps.Thereason
is fluorescentlampsarelimited to approximatelythatrangeandmanyresearchershave
concludedplantgrowthperformancefor fluorescentilluminatedsystemsis acceptable(Downs).
Therewerealsosomecommentsfrom researchersasto thereasoningtheyusedin selectinga
particularspectraldistribution. RobertJ.Downssaidtheresidualradiationenergyfollowing
transmissionthroughasinglesoybeanleaf isalmostcompletelyquenchedbelow700
nanometers,thus indicatingthegreenandblueradiationisabsorbedor reflectedbythetopmost
leavesin thefoliage. Thusin orderto getsufficientleafmass,redradiationbetween600and
800nanometersis very important,asonly thatradiationcontributesto photosynthesisin the
leavesbelowthetop-coverfoliage.
DownsalsoexpressedtheopiniontheFusionspectrumof Figure1is tooblue. A flatter
distributionwouldbebetter.
FrankSalisburysuggestedthe[sulfur] spectrawouldbeconsidered"ideal"as it presentlyexists
for researchersworking in theareasof plantenvironmentalandpollutionresearch,asthe
researcherswouldbeableto modelsolarequivalentresponseandhavetheability to rapidly
studysuchtopicsasozonedepletion,greenhousegaseffects,volatilehydrocarbonpollution,
acidrain effectsandotherenvironmentalvariablesaswell astheir impactonplantgrowth,
morphologyandphysiology. Salisburyalsostatedfor manywheat-likeplants,theredoutput
from highpressuresodiumworksextremelywell, andthosetypesof plantsseemto havelittle
needor requirementfor the 10%blueradiationasdefinedbyotherresearchers.
TheodoreTibbitts indicateda differingview. Hesuggestedthebulk of theradiationwould be
mostusefulif theradiationdistributionwerepartitionedinto 10%in thebluenear450
nanometers,and90%in theregionbetween550and680nanometers.Hebelievesthis wouldbe
anoptimalspectrafor nearlyall commercialapplications.Hesuggestedthespectrawould be
bestif it wasstronglypeakednear600nanometerswith arapidfall to zeroabove800
nanometersandbelow300nanometers.
Two of Fusion'slampsarebeingusedby theUSDA,ClimateStressLaboratoryby Dr. StevenJ.
Britz andhisco-workersin plantgrowthstudies.Dr. Britz, writes"I doubtthat asingle
spectrumwill beoptimalunderall conditions.Muchwill dependonthespeciesor genetic
varietybeingused."His generalconclusion,however,is in line with otherresearchers-- 90%
of quantain thered, 10% in theblue. A keypointin Britz'scommunicationis "... our interestin
the[Fusionsulfur] lampis basedprimarily on its ability to simulatesunlightmoreaccurately
with respecto spectralqualityandirradiance..."
Tibbitts' noteremindsusthephotomorphologyfor mostplantshasastrongfar-redresponseat
approximately730nanometers,which is oneof thethemesof Kasperbauer'spaperon
phytochromeregulation(Kasperbauer1992). With a strongcontrolon radiationwithin thered
andfar-red,plantmorphologycanbehighly regulated.Fusion'spresentspectraloutputfor the
sulfurbulb is slightlyhigherin theredto far-redratio in comparisonto solarradiation,which
helpsexplainBritz's findingof aphytochromephotoequilibriumdistributionof 0.76for the
sulfurbulb systemascomparedto 0.72for solarradiation(Britz et al. 1994). Thus the present
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spectra should have a tendency to have elevated growth of plant dry matter and a reduced
photomorphological response, enabling the morphology to be controlled by addition of "far-red"
light at approximately 730 nanometers.
Galland's review (1992) can be regarded as a cautionary note for any assumptions or statements
regarding previous blue-light research and plant physiology and photomorphology.
At a meeting at Fusion Systems Corporation (June 4,1992), Jerry Deitzer pointed out the
importance of radiation in the 700 to 800 nanometer region. He also stated "... [for commercial
growers] photons per watt is the key." At the same meeting, Robert Langhans suggested a key
advantage of the Fusion lamp in plant growth chamber studies was the low amount of far
infrared.
CANDIDATE LAMP FILLS
We examined a number of candidate lamp fills and designs. For our purpose here, we describe
two.
The fills which included LiI do show an additional red component. Typical is Figure 6.
However, we have to pay a large price for the "increase" in the red. First, heat conduction losses
hurt the efficiency due to the low weight (high conductivity) of lithium. Second, the iodine
absorbs blue and green light. Lithium could be introduced into the fill via Li2S which has a
reasonable vapor pressure, but heat conduction losses still remain a concern. We have not
exhausted the work with lithium and are hopeful.
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Fig. 6. Sulfur/lithium in the range 400-700 namometers. The ordinate is
proportional to the number of photons per second.
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Sulfur with X, a proprietary material, is shown in Figure 7 compared with the sun. The most
prominent novel characteristic of the bulb fill is the close match to the solar spectrum. The color
stability of this lamp is excellent, and no external filtering is needed to match solar spectrum.
While the photosynthetic efficacy of the source is good, it falls below other possible choices.
See Table I.
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Fig. 7. Sulfur plux X in (continuous line) compared with the sun (discrete
points). The ordinate is proportional to the number of photons per second.
RESULTS
We first list our bare bulb results and then compare the best to a practical configuration.
Bare Bulb Results
We tested several sulfur combinations (sulfur plus other materials) and altemative designs in an
attempt to increase the red output and increase the photons available for photosynthesis. Table I
summarizes a few of the different fill/designs tested and their bare bulb photosynthetic efficacy.
Sulfur alone (lamp of Figure 1) is shown for comparison along with the theoretical maximum
assuming a uniform distribution of photons between 400 and 700 nanometers.
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TABLE 1 Photosynthetic Efficacy of Fusion Test Bulbs.
Fill
Standard comparison
bulb (sulfur + argon)
Sulfur + LiI
Sulfur + X" + argon
Sulfur + argon (modified
design).
Theory: Constant number
of photons per unit wave
length, 100% efficiency
micro-moles/RF
joule
1.75
1.01
1.41
Comments
First sulfur lamp system.
Runs hot.
Solar-like spectra.
Above 2.0
4.6
Will be subject of next
NASA SBIR contract.
All energy in 400 to 700
nm band with photons
distributed uniformly,
no other loss in system.
*Proprietary material. Patent applied for.
Practical Growth Chamber Results
It should be kept in mind the efficacy values given in Table I are bare bulb numbers without
light-directing fixtures, and do not include power supply losses. Actual values on plants will be
significantly lower. With that in mind, we compare our numbers with the values published by
Barta et al. (1992) in Table II, below. Barta et al. numbers reflect experience in "typical growth
rooms and cabinets" and, as such, are lower than would be expected with bare lamps. We added
the fourth line to reflect what might be expected from the 2 plus micro-mole per joule lamp of
Table I.
TABLE 2 Data from Barta et ai. (1992), abri
Photosynthetic Radiation Source
High Pressure Sodium (HPS)
DH-TS GaAIAs LED
Cool White Fluorescent
Fusion sulfur lamp
Efficacy > (2 X .65 X .70) *
tl_ed with added sulfur lamp.
Electrical Efficacy
(micro-moles/joule) at
plant level
1.00- 1.52
0.20 - 0.91
0.13 - 0.75
> 0.91
* Efficacy > greater than 2 micro-moles times 0.65 power supply efficiency times
0.70 fixture efficiency.
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Discussion
The high pressure sodium (HPS) values up to 1.52 of Table 2 seem high. Using the same 0.70
fixture efficiency as above, a ballast efficiency of 0.88, and the conversion divider of 82 from
Thimijan et al. (1983), we get for a 1000 watt HPS bulb:
140 lumens per watt / 82 --> 1.71 micro-moles/joule new bare HPS bulb
times 0.88 ballast efficacy
times 0.70 fixture efficacy
equals 1.05 micro-moles per joule for the HPS lamp at plant level.
Actually, given the relative size of the sources, one would expect the sulfur lamp fixture to be of
greater optical efficiency. Thus, we conclude the present sulfur lamp photosynthetic efficacy is
nearly that of the HPS and note the sulfur lamp does not require water cooling.
We expect additional improvement during our next NASA SBIR contract resulting in a system
efficacy greater than HPS.
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